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English grammar is the structure of expressions in the English language.

Standard English: There are certain differences in grammar between the standard forms of
British English, American English and Australian English cc by nc more en.wikipedia.org 
English_grammar

The simple past or past simple is the basic form of the past tense in Modern English. 
Regular English verbs form the simple past in -ed; however there are irregular verbs 
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The simple past is used for a single event in the past, and also for past habitual action: 
He took the money and ran. I visited them every day for a year. It can also refer to a past state:
I knew how to fight even as a child. 

The simple past is often close in meaning to the present perfect. 

I was born in 1980. We turned the oven off two minutes ago. I came home at 6 o'clock. 
When did they get married? We wrote two letters this morning. (the simple past is appropriate 
here if it is no longer morning) She placed the letter on the table, sighed, and left the house.

The personal pronouns of modern standard English
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Unregelmäßige Formen (Auswahl)  irregular verbs 

to be → was/were to become → became to begin → began
to bite → bit to blow → blew to break → broke 
to bring → brought to build → built to burn → burned/burnt 
to buy → bought to catch → caught to choose → chose 
to come → came to cost → cost to cut → cut 
to dig → dug to do → did to draw → drew 
to dream → dreamed/dreamt to drink → drank to drive → drove 
to eat → ate to feel → felt to fall → fell to feed → fed
to fight → fought to find →found to fly → flew 
to forbid → forebade  to forget → forgot to get → got 
to give → gave to go → went to grow → grew 
to hang → hung to have → had to hear → heard 
to hide → hid to hit → hit to hold → held
to hurt → hurt to keep → kept to know → knew 
to lay → laid to learn → learned/learnt to leave → left 
to lend → lent to let → let to lie → lay to light → lit 
to lose → lost to make → made to mean → meant 
to meet → met to overtake → overtook to pay → paid 
to put → put to read → read to ride → rode 
to ring → rang to run → ran to say → said 
to see → saw to sell → sold to send → sent 
to set → set to shine → shone to shoot → shot 
to show → showed to shut → shut to sing → sang 
to sink → sank to sit → sat to sleep → slept 
to smell → smelled/smelt to speak → spoke to spend → spent 
to spill → spilt/spilled to split → split to spread → spread 
to steal → stole to stick → stuck to strike → struck 
to swim → swam to swing → swung to take → took 
to teach → taught to tell → told to think → thought 
to throw → threw to understand → ...stood to wake → woke 
to wear → wore to win → won to wind → wound 
to write → wrote 
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